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Master your financial future with Eric Tyson's revised and updated guide to investing. You'll find

coverage of all aspects of investing including how to develop and manage a portfolio, understand

critical tax concerns, and invest in stocks, bonds, mutual funds, real estate, small business, and

more. Begin turbo-charging your investment returns now!Discover how to:Choose investments that

fit your goalsRead and understand financial reportsBalance your portfolioWeigh the benefits of new

investmentsManage your retirement fundRead by Brett Barry
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The Wall Street Journal bestseller &#151; updated for the new tax laws "Tyson handily dispatches

both the basic . . . and the more complicated." &#151;Lisa M. Sodders, The Capital-Journal Master

your financial future with Eric Tyson's revised and updated guide to investing. You'll find coverage of

all aspects of investing including how to develop and manage a portfolio, understand critical tax

concerns, and invest in stocks, bonds, mutual funds, real estate, small business, and more. Begin

turbo-charging your investment returns now! Discover how to  Choose investments that fit your

goals Read and understand financial reports Balance your portfolio Weigh the benefits of new

investments Manage your retirement fund  --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition

of this title.

Eric Tyson, MBA, is a financial counselor, syndicated columnist, and the author of bestselling For

Dummies books on personal finance, taxes, home buying, and mutual funds including Real Estate



Investing For Dummies.

Very accessible and easy to read. Also (as with all Dummies books), you don't have to read from

cover-to-cover. It's designed for you to be able to flip around to get the sections you really want to

know more about. This should be a gift at every wedding reception, graduation, birthday, etc. (Just

make sure to tell the person(s) you're giving it to that you don't actually think that they're

"Dummies!").

This book is a must read for young people just starting their adult life, or for a person who just wants

to know more about how to handle their own finances. It covers the basics well and even has

illustrations to show how investments fair over time.

As most for Dummies books, this is an excellent overview of investing for beginners and beyond. I

purchased this book a while back on paperback and now on Kindle, worth every penny. I continue

to "get into" investing and this is the first "dictionary" I consult when I am faced with new terms or

situations.The coverage of investing is wide and the further reading suggestions are highly

recommended as well. I particularly recommend Mutual Funds for Dummies by the same author as

a further dive into the rich world of investing and managing money.One other note is that this book

also covers quite well the basics of managing finances as a prelude to investing.Great read, great

reference.

I definitely have no regrets about purchasing this book. Call it a sound investment. If you are like me

and didn't know what a CD is, or what a mutual fund really is, or the Federal Reserve, or bonds, or

how taxes on interest work, or how retirement savings work, I would strongly suggest you buy this. If

you have little money, you need to make the most of it. If you have a lot of money, you are

responsible for that even more. Either way, this book can help you if you need some basic money

management knowledge. Each chapter is full of important things, and great tips. The author gives

sound, safe advice and helps bridge the gap between the general public and investors. It's a great

starting place, and he lists plenty of resources for you when you graduate from the book's level of

education.

This book is not just for dummies. It's very thorough but still accessible to a wide audience.

Although, I'd say that if you are truly a blank slate when it comes to investing you might want to start



with something more basic. Listen to a few personal finance / investing podcasts, watch Jim Cramer

for a while, and then you'll be in a better position to benefit from this volume.

Excellent read for the beginning investor. Eric Tyson seems knowledgeable and gives unbiased

recommendations. I'm considering reading his "personal finance for dummies" next.

This book is clearly written and the presentation of ideas, the analysis and the conclusions are

intelligent and spot-on. You really learn a lot about investing from Mr. Tyson that will help guide you

in your investing. I have also read his Personal Finance, Real Estate and Mutual Fund books in the

Dummies series. I recommend them all. Personally, this book and the one on Mutual Funds have

served me the best.All spectrum of investors--newcomers to experienced-- can benefit from his

books. Interestingly, one of the truly great ironies of my entire life is that Mr. Tyson's books are

published in a series that is putatively aimed at "Dummies"--when his books will really benefit truly

intelligent, in-depth readers who really care about knowledge and what to do with it. Essential

Reading!!!

Great place to start without listening to a bunch of sales pitches!
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